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Constant surface tension simulations of lipid bilayers: The sensitivity
of surface areas and compressibilities
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Eight molecular dynamics simulations of a hydrated lipid bilayer have been carried out differing
only in the applied surface tension,g, defining the boundary conditions of the periodic cell. The
calculated surface area per molecule and deuterium order parameter profile are found to depend
strongly ong. We present several methods to calculate the area compressibility modulus,KA , from
the simulations. Equivalence between the constant area and constant surface tension ensembles is
investigated by comparing the present simulations with earlier work from our laboratories and we
find simulation results to depend much more strongly on the specified surface area or surface tension
than on the ensemble employed. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~99!71327-9#
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INTRODUCTION

Molecular dynamics simulation of lipid bilayer mem
branes is a field that has grown tremendously during the
decade.1,2 As is common in liquid state simulations, period
boundary conditions are generally employed. In addition
eliminating ‘‘edge effects’’ in the relatively small patches
membrane, these boundary conditions are natural bec
the model membranes most often studied in the labora
are in the form of multilamellar arrays with a regular repe
spacing. Early simulations relied on experimental estima
for the dimensions of the periodic cell. The length normal
the surface was equated with the bilayer repeat spacingD,
which is directly determined from x-ray diffraction. The ce
area was fixed by the number of lipid molecules and exp
mental estimates of the surface area per molecule,A0 , ob-
tainable from combinations of x-ray diffraction, nucle
magnetic resonance~NMR!, and gravimetric data. Over th
past several years an increasing number of molecular dyn
ics ~MD! simulations of lipid bilayers employing periodi
simulation cells with flexible dimensions have been report
In these simulations, the pressure tensor,P, is specified, and
the size and shape of the cell adjusts to maintain the pres
along each cell dimension. In addition to being a more st
gent test of potential energy parameters, these methods
the possibility of determining membrane dimensions direc
from simulation. It would be especially valuable to dete
mine the area per molecule because, in contrast toD which
can be obtained unambiguously from experiment, estim
of A0 rely on an interpretation of experimental data and c
vary by as much as 25% even for pure bilayers.3 Membranes
of heterogeneous composition, particularly those with e
bedded peptides or proteins, present even greater challe

As one would expect in a relatively new area of r
search, different viewpoints have appeared in the litera
over the correct way to carry out constant pressure bila
simulations. The first flexible cell simulations employed
1280021-9606/99/111(3)/1281/7/$15.00
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isotropic pressure tensor, i.e.,Pxx5Pyy5Pzz.4–7 Zhang
et al.8 pointed out that interfacial systems, in general, requ
additional considerations when simulating at constant p
sure due to the existence of a surface tension at the boun
between two phases. The surface tension,g, is related to the
pressure tensor by

g5^Lz3~Pzz2
1
2 Pxx2

1
2Pyy!&,

where Lz and Pzz denote the length of the unit cell an
component of the pressure tensor normal to the surface
spectively, andPxx andPyy are tangential components of th
pressure tensor. Positive values of the surface tension re
from tangential pressures that are less than the pressure a
the normal. Interfacial systems may be simulated in a var
of statistical mechanical ensembles, commonly denoted
the thermodynamic variables which specify the system.
example, the canonical ensemble is often referred to as N
for constant particle number~N!, volume~V!, and tempera-
ture ~T!. The dimensions of the unit cell do not vary over th
course of simulations in this ensemble. In the NPNAT en-
semble,Lz varies to maintain a constant normal pressu
(PN) while the surface area~A! remains fixed. In both the
NVT and NPNAT ensembles the surface tension may be c
culated during the simulation from evaluation of the press
tensor because its conjugate thermodynamic variable, A
fixed. To employ a fully flexible simulation cell, all compo
nents of the pressure tensor must be specified. Simulat
employing an isotropic pressure tensor~i.e., zero surface ten
sion! are generally described as being carried out in the N
ensemble, while those allowing for a nonzero surface tens
are in the NPNgT ensemble. We will refer to both approach
as ‘‘constant pressure molecular dynamics’’ in this pap
For a more thorough discussion of the thermodynamics
interfacial systems as they relate to MD simulation, t
reader is referred to Ref. 8.
1 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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Unlike PN and T, and unfortunately for practitioners o
membrane simulation, the appropriate value ofg is not di-
rectly specified by an observable macroscopic quantity. T
is because direct experimental determination of the sur
tension for a microscopic~i.e., simulation sized! patch of
lipid bilayer is not presently possible. Theoretical argume
concerning the value of the membrane surface tension h
recently been renewed. One viewpoint holds that the sur
tension of a bilayer must be zero in a stress free memb
because the system is at its free energy minimum with
spect to molecular surface area,g5(]G/]A)NTPN

50.9,10 In

previous publications,11,12we have presented arguments fo
nonzero surface tension based on the confining effects in
ent in imposing periodic boundary conditions on lipid asse
blies that are typically 5–10 molecular diameters in late
dimension. Additional reasons why the surface tension i
lipid bilayer could be nonzero were presented by White13

More recently, Marsh14 and Chiuet al.15 ~who also carried
out MD simulations! explicitly argued that the expecte
value ofg in the present simulations should be greater th
zero.

The practical effect of the choice of applied surface te
sion on simulations of lipid bilayers in the liquid crystal (La)
phase has recently been studied by Tieleman
Berendsen,16 who carried out a series of;250 ps MD simu-
lations at zero and nonzero~28 dyn/cm! surface tensions
They concluded that the two different surface tensio
yielded no significant difference in the membrane dime
sions or other structural and dynamic properties examin
They did, however, find significant differences during t
course of their simulations when the water model, par
atomic charges, or Lennard-Jones parameters were alt
suggesting that simulation results are more sensitive to
potential energy function than to the value of the lateral pr
sure.

Our own previous simulation results forLa phase di-
palmitolyphosphatidylcholine~DPPC! bilayers do not agree
with those of Tieleman and Berendsen. In prelimina
work,17 an applied surface tension of zero led to a 5% shri
age of the surface area over the course of 50 ps. In a m
recent series of four, 800 ps NPNAT simulations,18 calculated
surface tensions only varied from 26 to 39 dyn/cm over
area range of 59 to 68 Å2/lipid. These results imply that a 2
dyn/cm difference ing would lead to substantial changes
A0 .

The preceding descrepency could arise from a variet
factors, including time scale, length scale, algorithms, a
potential energy functions. To help clarify this matter, th
paper presents results for eight, 1 nanosecond NPNgT simu-
lations on anLa phase DPPC lipid bilayer, using a range
applied surface tensions from 0 to 55 dyn/cm. The result
differences in surface areas per molecule and deuterium
der parameter profiles are compared with available exp
mental data. Also considered are a number of technica
sues that must be resolved in carrying out constant pres
bilayer simulations, including: time scales of area fluctu
tions, the evaluation of the area compressibility, and
equivalence the NPNAT and NPNgT ensembles.
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PROCEDURE

The periodic simulation cell contained 72 lipid mo
ecules~36 per monolayer! and 29.1 water molecules per lipi
for a total of 15 642 atoms. This water/lipid ratio correspon
to full hydration of the bilayer. The temperature was ma
tained at 50 °C by means of the Hoover thermostat.19 A fully
flexible simulation cell was employed with thez dimension
~i.e., the bilayer normal! adjusted to maintain thePzz

51 atm, and thex andy dimensions varied to maintain th
desiredg. A variant of the extended system formalism, t
Langevin Piston algorithm,20 was used to maintain the pres
sure and surface tensions at their chosen values, with pi
mass of 500 amu and a collision frequency of 5 ps21. Surface
tensions of 0, 35, 40, 45, 50, and 55 dyn/cm were stud
where the surface tension values are given on a per inter
basis~i.e., the tension applied to the entire bilayer was tw
these values!. The initial area was set to 62.9 Å2/lipid, as
consistent with the recent experimental determination
Nagle and co-workers.21 Initial coordinates were taken from
the 800 ps point of the previously noted NPAT simulation18

For g values of both 35 and 50 dyn/cm, a second simulat
was carried out using initial conditions from the 300 ps po
of the same NPAT simulation. The programCHARMM22

~Chemistry at HARvard Molecular Mechanics! was used
with the PARM22b4b all-atom parameter set.23 The
CHARMM potential contains terms for bond lengths, bo
angles, torsional angles, and improper torsional angles.
interactions between nonbonded atoms are described
Coulombic interactions between partial point charges on
atomic centers and a Lennard-Jones~LJ! 6–12 potential. The
LJ potential was switched smoothly to zero over the reg
from 10–12 Å. Electrostatic interactions were included v
the particle mesh Ewald summation.24 All bonds involving
hydrogen were fixed at their equilibrium distances using
SHAKE algorithm.25 A timestep of 2 fs was employed with
modified leap-frog Verlet integration scheme. A neighb
list, used for calculating the LJ potential and the real sp
portion of the Ewald sum, was kept to 14 Å and updat
every 20 fs. Coordinates sets were saved every 1 ps for
sequent analysis. Simulations were carried out using eith
4-processor K420 Hewlett-Packard server~for a rate of 1.25
hr/ps! or 8 processors of an IBM SP2~2 hr/ps!. Each simu-
lation was 1 ns in length.

RESULTS

Surface area

The instantaneous surface area per molecule is plotte
Fig. 1 for each of the simulations. Large fluctuations a
observed in all cases, and substantial drift from the ini
condition for some. Qualitatively, higherg lead to larger
surface areas~the bilayer ispulled by an applied surface
tension!, and g50 results in a dramatic contraction in th
area as consistent with our earlier observations.17 Even
though the present simulations are long and computation
expensive by present standards, equilibrium has probably
been reached for all values ofg. For example, the large~and
sudden! expansions for bothg550 trajectories suggest
possible disruption of the bilayer. In contrast, the syst
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remained stable atg555, and the surface areas are similar
those calculated forg540 and 45. The instantaneous surfa
areas for the pair ofg535 simulations drift apart at approx
mately 200 ps, and do not cross again. These observa
indicate that convergence of the surface area is not gua
teed on the 1 ns time scale, and that a difference of
dyn/cm in an applied surface tension is only marginally
solvable.

With the preceding caveats in mind, we consider av
ages calculated over 500–1000 ps for our primary analy
The average area per molecule,A0 , obtained for eachg is
listed in the second column of Table I. Theg50 simulation
resulted in a surface area that is much too small for a fl
phase DPPC bilayer, while bothg550 simulations took on
values that were too large. From the present simulation
appears that surface tensions in the range 35–45 dyn/cm
needed to produce stable systems with reasonable valu
the area per molecule. These results agree with our ea
predictions that the value of the applied surface tension n
essary to simulate a patch of membrane this size is in
range of 30–40 dyn/cm.11,12

Compressibility modulus

Near the free energy minimum, the change inA0 as a
function of g can be related to the area compressibil
modulus,KA ,

S ]g

]A0
D

T

5
KA

A0*
, ~1!

FIG. 1. Surface area per molecule as a function of time for each of
constant surface tension simulations.

TABLE I. Mean values and rms fluctuations for the area per molecule,A0 ,
calculated during the final 500 ps of each simulation. The values of
compressibility modulus,KA , were calculated using Eq.~3!. Experimental
values ofA0 andKA are 62.9 Å2 and 140 dyn/cm, respectively.

g/dyn cm21 A0 /Å 2 ^dA0
2&1/2/Å 2 KA /dyn cm21

0 54.3 0.64 1640
35 58.9 0.71 1450
35 61.9 0.81 1170
40 66.4 1.03 780
45 64.7 1.42 400
50 75.8 1.45 450
50 69.0 1.54 360
55 66.6 0.97 880
ns
n-
0
-
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d
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e

whereA0* is the surface area per molecule at the free ene
minimum. Figure 2 plotsg vs the calculatedA0 for g.0,
and the best fit straight line.~The zero surface tension poin
is not included because it is clearly far from the true mi
mum.! Inserting the slope into Eq.~1! and settingA0*
562.9 Å2 leads toKA5130660 dyn/cm, where the standar
deviation was evaluated from the regression parameters~see
Ref. 26, p. 56!. ~Note that present surface tensions are
ported on a per interface basis.! The agreement with
experiment,27 KA5140 dyn/cm, is quite satisfactory give
the large statistical errors in the simulation. Figure 2 a
plots the calculated surface tension vsA0 from our constant
area MD simulations of the same system.18 A linear fit of
this data yieldsKA51076104 dyn/cm.~The larger statistical
error of this estimate is consistent with the smaller amoun
data.! Although the precision of our compressibility modu
is low and Eq.~1! is valid only for small changes in the
surface area, these results lend support to both the equ
lence of the NPNT and NPNAT ensembles and the ability o
the current potential energy function to reproduce the ela
properties of the membrane.

The compressibility modulus can also be related to
mean squared fluctuations in membrane area

^dA2&5kTS ]A

]g D
T

5kT
A

KA
, ~2!

whereA is the total area of the membrane. Equation~2! can
be rewritten in terms of fluctuation in the area per molec
and rearranged to yield an expression for the compressib
modulus

KA5
kTA0

N^dA0
2&

. ~3!

The third and fourth columns of Table I contain the roo
mean-squared~rms! fluctuations inA0 and the corresponding
compressibility moduli calculated from Eq.~3!. All of these
calculatedKA are substantially larger than were obtain
from the slope ofg vs A0 ~Fig. 2!, with an average6 stan-
dard error of 7806160 dyn/cm for simulations carried ou
with g.0.

e

e

FIG. 2. Surface tension vs molecular surface area from NPNgT simulations
~circles! and NPAT simulations~Ref. 18! ~squares!. The lines give the best
linear fit to the data.
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Errors in ŠdA 2
‹

The preceding values ofKA , too high by a factor of
four, imply that the fluctuations in surface area observed
the simulation are too small by a factor of two; i.e., inserti
the experimental valueKA5140 dyn/cm into Eq.~3! leads to
^dA2&52.4 Å4. The discrepancy could result from a varie
of causes, including:~i! deficiencies in the potential energ
function; ~ii ! small system size;~iii ! insufficient sampling of
lower frequency modes. The values ofKA obtained from
slope ofg vs A0 @Eq. ~1!# indicate that the potential energ
function is reasonable, though molecular mechanics fo
fields can model some properties better than others. Im
ing periodic boundary conditions on a small system~only 36
lipids per side! eliminates most membrane undulations,11 and
expansions and contractions of the surface area could als
inhibited. For example, some components of stretch
might involve motions of larger clusters of lipids, or a
coupled with lower wavelength undulations. Before pursu
these possibilities, however, it is important to eliminate s
tistical errors. The remainder of this subsection considers
issue.

Insufficient sampling can lead to unacceptably lar
variability in an estimated mean, or actual bias. The fi
point to make regarding the variability is that statistical
rors are expected to be greater in the fluctuations of me
than of the means themselves. Specifically, for a simula
of lengthTrun the variances2@A# of the area is given by28

s2@A#5~2t/Trun!^dA2&, ~4!

wheret is the relaxation time of the correlation function

C~ t !5^dA~0!dA~ t !&, ~5!

andTrun is assumed to be much greater thant. If the process
is Gaussian andC(t) is single exponential, the variance
the fluctuation is28

s2@dA2#5~2t/Trun!^dA2&2. ~6!

Hence, other things being equal, it is expected that an e
mate ofKA from the area would be more precise than o
from its fluctuations.

Figure 3~a! shows the correlation function defined b
Eq. ~5! calculated for each trajectory. The large variability
consistent with trajectory lengths of less than 10 times
correlation time. To obtain a more precise estimate oft, we
assume the differences among the correlation function
different g are due solely to random sampling error, a
average to obtain a single correlation function,C̄(t) @Fig.
3~b! symbols#. Fitting C̄(t) to an exponential decay functio
@Fig. 3~b!, solid line# results in a correlation time,t, of ;50
ps. Using the formula of Zwanzig and Ailawadi,29 we can
estimate the standard deviation inC̄(t)

s@C̄~ t !#5S 2t

Trun
D 1/2

3~12C̄~ t !!. ~7!

Figure 3~b! plots C̄(t)6s@C̄(t)#, using both the standar
deviation calculated from the set of simulations~solid
squares! and the values given by Eq.~7! ~dashed line!, show-
n
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ing that the distribution of correlation times observed in t
simulation is consistent with a correlation time of 50 ps co
mon to allg values.

Using the valuest550 ps, Trun5500 ps, and^dA2&
52.4 Å4 ~consistent with the experimentalKA), we estimate
s@A#51.1 Å2 and s@dA2#52.5 Å4 from Eqs. ~4! and ~5!,
respectively. Given that the large variance observed in
correlation functions at long times makes it difficult to qua
tify the time scale of fluctuations occurring over perio
greater than 50 ps~but certainly does not preclude their e
istence!, the preceding estimates of the statistical err
should be considered lower limits. The large statistical er
in the fluctuations~larger than the values themselves! indi-
cates severe undersampling. Such undersampling can le
systematic underestimates of quantities such as fluctuati
Differences in the time averaged areas for the pairs of sim
lations atg535 and 50 dyn/cm~Table I! suggest that longe
simulations would lead to area fluctuations of larger mag
tude. Combining the area values observed in the pair og
535 dyn/cm simulations, for example, givessA051.7 Å2

and KA5258 dyn/cm. On this basis, we conclude that t
large errors inKA estimated from the fluctuations are mo
likely associated with high statistical error. TheA0 for the
g535 simulations are well within 2s ~i.e., 2.2 Å2! of their
mean, indicating that undersampling in the calculation
means is not as severe as for the fluctuations.

Deuterium order parameters

We now turn to analysis of single molecule properti
that characterize the structure and dynamics of the phos
lipid bilayers. A particularly useful quantity describing th
structure of the alkyl chains is the deuterium order para
eter,

FIG. 3. Autocorrelation function,C(t)5^dA(0)dA(t)&, ~a! from the final
500 ps of the eight simulations, i.e., the correlation functions are calcul
to 1/2 the run time,~b! using data averaged over all eight simulations. T
circles show the mean correlation function with the squares representin6
one standard deviation as calculated from the eight simulations. The
line gives a best fit of the average correlation function to an exponential,
the dashed lines give6 one standard deviation as estimated from Eq.~4!.
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SCD5^ 3
2 cos2 u2 1

2&, ~8!

whereu is the angle between the CH bond vector and
bilayer normal. Figure 4 shows the deuterium order para
eter profile for each of the simulations. All simulations pr
duce order parameter profiles with the general features
served experimentally30,31 for DPPC at 50 °C~a plateau
region near the carbonyls withuSCDu>0.20– 0.22, followed
by a decrease in order to near zero at the terminal meth!,
with the best agreement obtained forg between 35 and 45
Runs employingg50 or g>50 produced profiles that wer
unrealistically high and low, respectively, consistent with t
average surface areas observed in those simulations.

Lateral displacements and density fluctuations

The freedom of thex andy elements of the unit cell to
vary during the course of the NPNgT simulations would
seem to enhance surface density fluctuations among the
ids in the membrane, possibly influencing the rate of late
displacement. Diffusion is a very slow process on the M
time scale, however, so that effects on the simulation aris
from different ensembles may be negligible. To investig
this effect, the center-of-mass lateral displacement corr
tion function

L~ t !5^~x~ t !2x~0!!21~y~ t !2y~0!!2&, ~9!

has been calculated from each of the NPNgT simulations and
plotted in Fig. 5~a!. In Eq. ~9! the brackets denote an ave
aging over 500 ps in time and over 72 lipid molecules.
this time scale,L(t) yields information on fast displacemen
~‘‘rattling in a cage’’! and, to a lesser extent, rotational r
laxation of the whole molecule~or ‘‘wobble’’ !, but not trans-
lational diffusion involving exchange of lipids.32 The corre-
lation functions show statistical variation but no systema
trend ~e.g., more rapid diffusion as the surface area
creases!. The weak dependence of diffusion rate on surfa
area is also seen whenL(t) is calculated from the trajector
of the constant area simulations@Fig. 5~b!#, and provides
further support for the equivalence of the NPNgT and
NPNAT ensembles. This finding does not necessarily rule
surface density fluctuations playing a role in translatio
motion as it is possible that the density fluctuations on
smaller scale, i.e., individual molecules, are more import
than fluctuations involving the patch of membrane be

FIG. 4. The deuterium order parameter profile calculated from the cons
surface tension simulations.
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simulated. It is also possible that on a longer time scale
ferences between ensembles will be observed as molec
or clusters of molecules, undergo true diffusion~as opposed
to rattling!.

The evaluation of lateral density fluctuations at the le
of single molecules requires a method to define individ
molecular areas. Shinoda and Okazaki recently proposed
use of Voronoi polyhedra constructed from thex and y co-
ordinates of the lipid centers-of-mass for this purpose.33 This
method yields the time-dependent area per molecule, as
as the instantaneous number of nearest-neighbors. Typ
probability distributions for the single molecule areas, calc
lated using the Voronoi analysis algorithm provided in R
28, are plotted in Fig. 6 in solid lines. The upper panel sho
g535 for NPNgT, and the lowerA0562.9 for NPNAT; this
pair of simulations had the closest values of the mean m
lecular area, and the area/molecule agreeing best with ex
ment. The distributions are approximately Gaussian, w
some skew toward large molecular areas, i.e., the media
the distribution is less than the mean. Average areas
lipid, fluctuations, and compressibility moduli@from Eq.~2!#
are listed in Table II. Averaging over all the NPNgT simula-
tions, KA5235630 dyn/cm ~excluding theg50, KA5210
610 dyn/cm); the meanKA is 255610 for the NPNAT simu-
lations. These overestimate experiment~;140 dyn/cm!, but
are significantly smaller than the values reported in Tab
based on fluctuations of the entire membrane. The ma
tudes of area fluctuations from the two ensembles are st
tically equivalent at the 95% confidence level.

An alternative definition of single molecule areas can
obtained from a formula proposed by Nagle,3 relating the
area per molecule to the average value of the deuterium o
parameter at the top of the acyl chains,

A05
23VCH2

~ u^SCD
plateau&u1 1

2!31.27
, ~10!

nt

FIG. 5. The lateral displacement correlation function calculated from~a!
constant surface tension simulations, and~b! constant surface area simula
tions.
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where we have chosen to calculate the plateau region
tween carbons 4 and 8. For each lipid molecule an insta
neous area was determined using Eq.~10!, and the results are
compared with the Voronoi analysis in Fig. 6~dashed lines!
and Table II. The compressibility moduli are in very goo
agreement with experiment, and with the results whereKA

was determined from Eq.~1!. Again, no significant differ-
ence is observed between the constant tension and con
area ensembles.

The similarities between Figs. 6~a! and 6~b! suggest that
unit cell flexibility has little or no effect on the fluctuation
of individual molecules for the present-sized system.

FIG. 6. Probability distributions of single molecule areas observed in~a!
NPNgT with g535 and~b! NPNAT with A562.9 simulations. Solid lines
show the values obtained from Voronoi analysis and dashed lines give
values calculated fromSCD values using Eq.~10!.
e-
a-

tant

-

though correlation of density fluctuations of single molecu
and the unit cell might be possible for smaller systems,
present results again suggest no difference between the
stant pressure and constant area algorithms.

The determination of single molecular area time ser
from Voronoi analysis or deuterium order parameters allo
for the calculation of the autocorrelation function for sing
molecule area fluctuations, as was done for the unit cell a
fluctuations~Fig. 3!. The single molecule correlation func
tions, however, have the benefit of being averaged over
lipids so that their precision is much improved. Figure
shows^dA0(0)dA0(t)& lipid for the g535 @Fig. 7~a!# andA0

562.9 @Fig. 7~b!# simulations using instantaneous molecu

he

FIG. 7. Single molecular area autocorrelation function,c(t)
5^dA0(0)dA0(t)&, for ~a! the g535 and~b! the A562.9 simulations. The
symbols represent the values of the correlation function and the lines g
the best fit of the data to a sum of two exponentials. Open symbols and
lines were from areas calculated by Voronoi analysis while closed sym
and dashed lines were calculated from areas defined by Eq.~10!.
TABLE II. Single molecule area fluctuation parameters.

Voronoi Eq.~10!

Simulation ^A0&/Å
2 ^dA0

2&1/2/Å 2 KA /dyn cm21 ^A0&/Å
2 ^dA0

2&1/2/Å 2 KA /dyn cm21

g50 54.35 7.75 404 57.22 9.78 267
g535 60.17 9.95 271 62.80 13.74 148
g535 62.15 10.98 230 63.04 13.17 162
g540 66.38 11.29 232 66.59 19.10 81
g545 64.69 11.90 203 66.07 16.13 113
g550 75.77 17.38 112 73.20 17.31 109
g550 69.03 12.73 190 69.68 19.42 82
g555 66.57 11.27 234 69.00 18.23 93
Ave. 235 132

Std. dev. 83 62

A559.3 10.3 251 60.20 14.73 124
A562.9 10.7 242 64.36 13.78 151
A565.5 11.0 243 66.19 13.86 154
A568.1 10.4 283 66.18 13.32 111

Ave. 255 135
Std. dev. 19 21
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areas calculated from Voronoi analysis and from Eq.~10!.
The long-time decay rates of all the correlation functions
approximately equal with differences between the two me
ods of area calculation much larger than the differences
tween the NPNgT and NPNAT simulations. Fitting each cor
relation function to a sum of 2 exponentials showed a ra
decay (t fast>5 – 10 ps) followed by a much slower relaxatio
(tslow>500– 1000 ps). The rearrangements occurring on
0.5–1 ns time scale may be due to the ‘‘wobbling’’ of th
long axis of the lipid molecules, previously identified to o
cur on the nanosecond time scale.32

CONCLUSIONS

Assuming the true value ofA0 for fully hydrated, fluid
phase DPPC is 62.9 Å2, the value determined experimental
by Nagle and co-workers and strongly supported by our e
lier constant area simulations, we conclude that the cor
surface tension to apply is in the range 35–45 dyn/cm. T
relatively large difference between the duplicateg535
simulations and the relatively small difference betweeng
540 and 45 demonstrate the difficulty in determining th
quantity to a high precision. Additionally, inaccuracies in t
potential energy parameters employed could significantly
ter this value. It appears, based on Figs. 3 and 7, that
inherently slow process of area fluctuation requires simu
tions of close to 10 ns, rather than 1 ns, before converge
and/or the generation of sufficient equilibrium sampling
obtained. Advancements in computer hardware~e.g., proces-
sor speeds! and software~e.g., parallelization tools and mu
tiple time step algorithms! will enable routine generation o
such trajectories in the near future.

Three approaches were investigated for the calcula
of the bilayer compressibility modulus,KA . Direct calcula-
tion of dg/dA ~Fig. 2! gave values in good agreement wi
experiment, while the calculations based on the magnitud
membrane area fluctuations~Table I! gave KA values as
much as an order-of-magnitude too large. The latter dete
nation, however, likely suffered from poor sampling due
the long time scale of area fluctuations. The third appro
examined, determination ofsingle moleculearea fluctua-
tions, shows great promise for determination of lateral co
pressibility because it is based on an average both over
and over the individual lipids making up the membrane. D
fining the area by Voronoi polygons resulted in aKA value
that was approximately 100 dyn/cm too large while the u
of deuterium order parameters gave larger area fluctuat
and compressibility moduli very close to experiment. Furth
study of methods for the determination of single molec
areas and compressibilities could be useful for the interp
tation of recent experiments suggesting that mixed chain
ids can be characterized by separate ‘‘chain compr
ibilities.’’ 34

Comparisons of constant area and constant surface
sion simulations show no significant difference in eith
equilibrium or dynamic single molecule properties (SCD in
Fig. 4, lateral diffusion in Fig. 5, area fluctuation magnitu
in Fig. 6, area fluctuation decay rate in Fig. 7! or bilayer
elasticity ~Fig. 2!. The single molecule properties, howeve
e
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were sensitive to the surface area per molecule, valida
our recent constant area study. Thus, in contrast to the fi
ings of Tieleman and Berendsen,16 we find the simulation
results to be strongly dependent on the choice of app
surface tension. The results presented here suggest the
agreement may be due to the significant differences in si
lation lengths.
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